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+ Completed, ongoing and upcoming 
work

+ Land redevelopment under the bridge

+ Return of the fireworks

+ Partner community organizations

+ Question period

Agenda
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Ask a question

1. Click on the “chat” icon at the bottom of the screen.

2. Enter your question at the bottom right of the screen.



Completed, Ongoing and 
Upcoming Work 
Manon Leroux, Project Director, JCCBI
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Steel and painting work
2021-2023
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Montreal sector

This work will continue until 2023, and will specifically affect the sections over the river, 
away from residential areas.
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Steel and painting work 2022-2023
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Type of steel work above the River 
and below the deck:
+ Gussets / diagonals
+ Bottom chords
+ Removal of metal rivets / bolting 

operations
+ Cleaning and painting

Contractor mobilization until summer 2023
Montreal sector: between Érié and Viger



Mitigation measures
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+ No work in this area: mobilization only

+ Sound level meters on site: to comply with 
standards (sound level meters installed)

+ Occasional local traffic hindrances: to ensure 
the safety of users and workers

+ Flaggers on site when required

+ Work (Section 7) from Monday to Saturday, 
7:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

: Sound level meter
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Painting (above the deck) 
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Work types:
+ Complete painting of the first 

4 metres high (splash zone)
+ Work planned from 2022 to 2024 

(March to October, each year)
+ Upcoming closures (sidewalk): 

between Montreal and Île Sainte-
Hélène

+ Flaggers periodically on the 
multipurpose path when required

Mobilization – Île Sainte-Hélène
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Blue :  sector that JCCBI is responsible for (Jacques Cartier Bridge, Montreal)

Work from partners vs JCCBI work
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Active mobility – Installation of automated barriers 
and signage 
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Work types:
+ For winter operation: installation of 

automated barriers (remotely 
controlled)

+ New fixed signage: VMS panels and 
displays

+ New traffic signs (permanent)
+ Educational radars (multipurpose path 

only)

Multipurpose path and sidewalk



Land Redevelopment 
Under the Bridge
(Montreal Sector)
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Completed redevelopment (2020-2021)
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+ Completed work

+ Final details completed in spring 2022 
(some plants and minor corrections)

+ Posting of regulations to come

+ Additional garbage cans to come

+ Marginalized clientele: partnerships 
under discussion with different 
stakeholders in the sector to ensure 
everyone’s safety



Return of the Fireworks 
Nathalie Lessard, Director, Communications, JCCBI
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Return of the fireworks
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+ Starting June 25: 9 theme evenings for 
the public to enjoy from the Jacques 
Cartier Bridge

+ Complete closure of the bridge: 
from 8:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

+ New web page: 

 Instructions for spectators

 Traffic hindrances

 Smoking areas
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Return of the fireworks
New: 2 Smoking areas on the bridge
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+ No smoking on the bridge 
during the fireworks, except 
in designated areas

+ To provide a smoke-free 
environment for all spectators



Partner 
Community Organizations 
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+ An NPO that helps with a better co-existence with vulnerable and marginalized 
people.

+ A JCCBI partner for many years, Spectre de rue helps our teams perform work on 
the land under the bridge while minimizing impacts to the community.

+ One resource assigned to this area.
+ Voluntary and egalitarian approach.
+ Very positive results.
+ Info : www.spectrederue.org 

Spectre de rue

https://www.spectrederue.org/
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+ JCCBI partner since 2014.

+ Social economy enterprise that buys returnable 
beverage containers from people having trouble 
entering the traditional job market. It sells the 
containers back to Recyc-Québec.

+ For 33 days in summer 2021, the site was open 
to the public: 705,000 refundable containers 
recovered.

+ JCCBI makes the land available free of charge.

+ On-site from April 25 to October 14, 2022.

+ Info: www.cooplesvaloristes.ca

Coop Les Valoristes

https://cooplesvaloristes.ca/language/en/home/


Communication 
with Users
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Information tools:

+ JCCBI website

+ Email alerts: Subscribe to get our upcoming invitations and 
work advisories

+ Jacques Cartier Bridge Twitter account: @pontJCBridge

+ active mobility Twitter account: @mobiliteactive

+ Facebook: @pontsjacquescartierchamplainbridges

+ YouTube (videos)

+ Flickr (photos)

Questions or comments?

+ Contact us

Stay informed!

https://jacquescartierchamplain.ca/en/contact-us/
https://jacquescartierchamplain.ca/en/subscribe-to-alerts/
https://twitter.com/pontJCBridge
https://twitter.com/mobiliteactive
https://www.facebook.com/pontsjacquescartierchamplainbridges
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCA4jLzxHZSEuH_WhH2fvs4A
https://www.flickr.com/photos/pjcci/albums
https://jacquescartierchamplain.ca/en/contact-us/
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Questions 
or 
Comments
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